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New triangular lattice layered compound MnSnTeO6 with unique chiral 
crystal structure was prepared and its static and dynamic magnetic 

properties were studied both experimentally (through magnetization, specific 
heat, neutron diffraction and ESR) and theoretically (through ab initio DFT 
calculations). Magnetic susceptibility and specific heat evidence an onset of 
antiferromagnetic order at TN~10 K. However, there observes an additional 
first order transition at T*~5 K, which can’t be related to structural one as 
confirmed from the neutron data. The ground state was found to be stabilized 
by seven exchange parameters determined via ab initio DFT calculations. 
All of them are significant, but there is a remarkable difference triggered by 
chiral structure: the left-handed interactions are weaker than the right-handed 
ones. The spin dynamics was (ESR data) discussed in the terms of critical 
broadening and BKT scenario.
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